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Webcast Questions and Answers 

Jan. 24, 2013 Webcast: RSA Archer New BCM&O Solution: 

An All-in-One Approach by Patrick Potter, Patrick.Potter@emc.com 

 

Question: Will ISO22301 be in AS Content Library to replace BS25999? Is so, 

when?   

Response: We may put it on the roadmap in the future. Since the Archer BCM&O 

solution is naturally oriented to the process described in 22301 already, our primary 

goal is to help our customers realize how to tap into that built-in capability. This is 

less about replicating 22301 as an authoritative source in another module and more 

about leveraging Archer to guide customers in establishing the necessary process. 

 

Question: Can the system be partitioned to different divisions so they have a view 

of only their processes and dependencies while still having an enterprise rollup 

and EOC management? 

Response: The RSA Archer eGRC Platform supports role-based access to ensure that 

users only see the information that is appropriate to their role. Access Control 

enables users to restrict, create, read, update, and delete rights at the solution, 

application, and field level. Archer also offers a granular approach to access control 

at the record level, known as Record Permissions. By configuring an application with 

a Record Permissions field, administrators can allow end users to select the users or 

groups of users who should have access to the record. The record will be hidden 

entirely for all users to whom you do not grant record access through this field. 

 
 

Question: As infrastructure needs change/update, what is the best way to keep 

this updated?  

Response: Using Archer’s Data Import Wizard (one-time import) or Data Feed 

Manager (scheduled recurring imports), Archer can import information from any 

system that either allows direct query to its database or can provide a flat data file 

(CSV). Records and reports can be exported to a variety of formats, including a Rich 

Text File, PDF, Microsoft Excel, CSV, HTML File, and XML File. 
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In addition, RSA Archer’s Data Feed Services provide extensible integration 

architecture for sharing data between applications within Archer and centralizing 

data from external sources. RSA Archer’s Data Feed Service (DFS) allows RSA 

Archer to retrieve data in a variety of formats, including delimited files, XML, SQL 

query results and other structures without the need to write custom integration code. 

Finally, Archer also provides a Web Services API to support integration with other 

business systems through code written in virtually any development environment on 

any computing platform. The API uses the industry-standard SOAP protocol to give 

you programmatic access to Platform features, such as searching, user management, 

and data import and export. 

 

Question: Are you able to assign tasks to system folks to update servers, 

databases, etc.? 

Response: Yes. In the out of the box Enterprise Management solution, Applications 

are mapped to Devices, and Devices contain a “Device Owner” user/groups list field 

where one or more users can be assigned to a device.  

The eGRC Platform’s cross-referencing capabilities enable you to create one-to-one, 

one-to-many, or even many-to-many relationships amongst data objects. You are able 

to modify these relationships using the eGRC Platform’s wizard-driven GUI. 

 

Question: What if an application supports multiple processes, each with different 

RTOs? 

Response: The application will inherit the highest criticality and lowest RTO from the 

most recent BIAs related to those processes. 

 

Question: A question I get from head of BCP for our company is how do I get to 

my BCP plan? 

Response: Executives and other users can see plans for which they have access rights 

either online in Archer BCM&O, via printed format or on their iPad/iPhone. 

 

Question: There is plenty of overlap between business processes and technical 

systems that support them. I'm looking to develop a "heat map" of the entire 
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stack that would show how a change to a system might impact various processes, 

or the other way around as well. Changes to a process could potentially affect 

these systems. Can this product do something like this? 

Response: Yes.  This can be done through RSA Archer’s reporting capabilities which 

allow you to quickly generate reports, dashboards and iViews that provide this type of 

information. Any data in Archer can be reported on through the eGRC Platform’s 

robust Advanced Search feature. Users can specify which fields within an application 

they want to view and determine filtering and sorting criteria. Statistical searches can 

be viewed as charts and graphs. Searches can be saved as personal reports or global 

reports, and global reports honor previously configured Access Control. Drillable 

reports containing real-time data can be added to dashboards and exported. 

Graphical forms include bar (vertical or horizontal), pie, donut, gauge, funnel, line, 

radar, bubble, etc. 

 
 

Question: We have BCM without changes in our development environment. Can 

we just install the new version over it?  

Response: Yes.  You can install it in its entirety or parts.  The new BCM&O v4 

solution is available as a package on the Archer Exchange. 

 

Question: What about identifying process dependencies associated with each 

process (i.e. apps, vendors, telephony, facilities, etc.?)  

Response: The eGRC Platform’s cross-referencing capabilities enable you to create 

one-to-one, one-to-many, or even many-to-many relationships amongst data objects 

Out-of-the-box, RSA Archer BCM&O has several built-in dependency mapping 

capabilities. Each component of the solution can be linked to other upstream and 

downstream dependencies through the tool’s inherent cross-referencing capabilities. 

You are able to modify these configurations using the eGRC Platform’s wizard-driven 

GUI. 

 

Question: Have you experienced information overload. How do you handle this 

if, for example, you have over 200 processes, 2000 BIAs and 2000 supporting 

applications? 

Response: In terms of pure data processing volume, our strategy includes a focus on 

data volume and data visualization.  During 2012 we enhanced platform features such 
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as the scalability, usability, and performance of the platform to ensure our customers 

can not only ingest large amounts information, but also be able to visualize that data 

and make actionable intelligence out of it.  Specifically we introduced advanced 

reporting capabilities, improved indexing and tagging capabilities, and new charting 

for visualization.  If the question is more about prioritizing as part of your BCM 

program, RSA Archer BCM enables such strategies as to organize and group your 

processes and applications (e.g., similar criticality) and use the BIA process to 

determine criticality and RTO individually or by those groupings. 

 

Question: How does the RTO in Business Impact Analysis flow to enterprise risk 

management application assessment. Does RTO determine application 

criticality/assessment in enterprise risk mgmt. module?  

Response: Enterprise Management uses the same BIA application as the BCM 

module.  RTOs calculated as part of a business process’ BIA are inherited by 

applications supporting that process. 

 

Question: I understand the linkages with the Archer modules and the BCM 

solution. However, during a crisis, how does each BCP plan owner get to the 

actual plan outside of the tool?  

Response: Plans can be exported and printed or accessed via your iPhone or iPad. 

 

Question: How flexible can the plan formatting be customized (look and feel)? 

(Because we have existing BCP plans in MS Word)  

Response: Archer provides a simple, intuitive user interface for completing a wide 

variety of tasks. They layout of the solution is fully configurable, giving you full 

control over ease of use of the user interface. Administrators can configure access 

controls, help text, notifications, and data-driven fields (auto-populated) to improve 

end user experience. These configurations are done through the use of Archer’s point-

and-click, drag-and-drop administrative interface, without the need for custom code. 

 

Question: Can you import infrastructure information from other asset 

management systems (we have over 200,000 hosts on our network) and user lists 

from Active Directory? 
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Response: Yes.  Using Archer’s Data Import Wizard (one-time import) or Data Feed 

Manager (scheduled recurring imports), Archer can import information from any 

system that either allows direct query to its database or can provide a flat data file 

(CSV). Records and reports can be exported to a variety of formats, including a Rich 

Text File, PDF, Microsoft Excel, CSV, HTML File, and XML File. 

In addition, RSA Archer’s Data Feed Services provide extensible integration 

architecture for sharing data between applications within Archer and centralizing 

data from external sources. RSA Archer’s Data Feed Service (DFS) allows RSA 

Archer to retrieve data in a variety of formats, including delimited files, XML, SQL 

query results and other structures without the need to write custom integration code. 

Finally, Archer also provides a Web Services API to support integration with other 

business systems through code written in virtually any development environment on 

any computing platform. The API uses the industry-standard SOAP protocol to give 

you programmatic access to Platform features, such as searching, user management, 

and data import and export. 

RSA Archer eGRC Platform supports direct integration with Active Directory and 

other LDAP systems. You can use this linkage to support single sign-on, to 

synchronize user account data and to manage user entitlements. Administrators have 

full control over the process, including data mapping, the synchronization schedule, 

inactivation of deleted accounts and related functions. 

 

Question: How many active clients do you have using the BCM module?  

Response: It is EMC's corporate policy not to disclose employee count by business 

unit or organization even under an NDA.)  

 

Question: If you associate a task with multiple plans, can you update the task in 

a central location and the changes are reflected in all plans?  

Response: Recovery strategies can be associated to multiple BC/DR plans.  Recovery 

tasks are associated to one recovery strategy. 

 
 

Question: Is it possible to note when tasks can be performed in parallel so their 

estimated duration is not cumulative?  
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Response: Yes.  This can be automated through workflow or shown through reporting. 

 

Question: Contacts and Call Tree - has this been automated via a mass 

notification tool?  

Response: Archer BCM&O currently integrates with Everbridge for call notifications, 

and we are developing integrations for use with other emergency notification 

providers. 

 

Question: Can RSA Archer integrate with BMC Atrium and Oracle HR 

modules? 

Response: Yes.  Using Archer’s Data Import Wizard (one-time import) or Data Feed 

Manager (scheduled recurring imports), Archer can import information from any 

system that either allows direct query to its database or can provide a flat data file 

(CSV). Records and reports can be exported to a variety of formats, including a Rich 

Text File, PDF, Microsoft Excel, CSV, HTML File, and XML File. 

In addition, RSA Archer’s Data Feed Services provide extensible integration 

architecture for sharing data between applications within Archer and centralizing 

data from external sources. RSA Archer’s Data Feed Service (DFS) allows RSA 

Archer to retrieve data in a variety of formats, including delimited files, XML, SQL 

query results and other structures without the need to write custom integration code. 

Finally, Archer also provides a Web Services API to support integration with other 

business systems through code written in virtually any development environment on 

any computing platform. The API uses the industry-standard SOAP protocol to give 

you programmatic access to Platform features, such as searching, user management, 

and data import and export. 

 
 

Question: What is the cost of just the module as we already have the enterprise 

management and threat management?  

Response: Please reach out to us and we’ll gladly provide you pricing information. 
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Question: Do you have the predefined roles and groups for this solution along with the 

field level security etc. so that we just have to add the specific people within those 

groups? In addition do you already have the workflow defined?  

Response: Roles are defined but groups and workflow are not because they vary so 

much by organization. 

 
 

Question: Can you easily pull all plans associated by site, and if so will it list by 

criticality?  

Response: Yes. Any data in Archer can be reported on through the eGRC Platform’s 

robust reporting feature. Reports are generated through the Archer Advanced Search 

feature. Users can specify which fields within an application they want to view and 

determine filtering and sorting criteria. Statistical searches can be viewed as charts 

and graphs. Searches can be saved as personal reports or global reports, and global 

reports honor previously configured Access Control. Drillable reports containing 

real-time data can be added to dashboards and exported. Graphical forms include 

bar (vertical or horizontal), pie, donut, gauge, funnel, line, radar, bubble, etc. 

 

Question: Is your communications tool tied specifically to Everbridge?  

Response: Archer BCM&O currently integrates with Everbridge for call notifications, 

and we are developing integrations for use with other emergency notification 

providers. 

 

Question: Are you saying that, at this time you cannot print a full report - only 

the information on the screen that you are viewing? I am assuming that will be 

corrected in the March upgrade. Are upgrade a part of the package you 

purchase with the software?  

Response: The ability to print BC/DR plans exists today.  We are adding the ability to 

print multi-level mail merge templates to be available around the end of March 2013 

as part of the 5.3.1 platform update, which is available to all Archer customers 

upgraded to the 5.3 platform. 

 

Question: Can I use data breach under Crisis Mgmt. category?  
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Response: Yes.  It can be quickly and easily added to Category Type.  Computer 

Tampering and Confidential Data Loss are category types that already exist, but you 

can add as many different types as you like. 

 

Question: How do other organizations capture the seating charts and 

assignments? Does Archer have a place for this or do they do in Excel and attach 

in the BCP?  

Response: Each Recovery Task is assigned to a role and individual users are assigned 

to roles. Each BC/DR plan has “Requirements”, or those items required for recovery, 

which includes a facility or location.  Seating charts can be listed and assigned to 

roles or individuals. 

 

Question: Does the tool have the ability to upload our already defined processes 

or would it be a manual exercise to type them all in? (100’s) Are existing 

Continuity Plans uploadable somehow, if we were able to split the sections by 

headings that appear in the template?  

Response: Archer BCM&O can upload your existing plans without having to key them 

all in.  Using Archer’s Data Import Wizard (one-time import) or Data Feed Manager 

(scheduled recurring imports), Archer can import information from any system that 

either allows direct query to its database or can provide a flat data file (CSV). 

Records and reports can be exported to a variety of formats, including a Rich Text 

File, PDF, Microsoft Excel, CSV, HTML File, and XML File. 

In addition, RSA Archer’s Data Feed Services provide extensible integration 

architecture for sharing data between applications within Archer and centralizing 

data from external sources. RSA Archer’s Data Feed Service (DFS) allows RSA 

Archer to retrieve data in a variety of formats, including delimited files, XML, SQL 

query results and other structures without the need to write custom integration code. 

Finally, Archer also provides a Web Services API to support integration with other 

business systems through code written in virtually any development environment on 

any computing platform. The API uses the industry-standard SOAP protocol to give 

you programmatic access to Platform features, such as searching, user management, 

and data import and export. 

 

Question: You mentioned iPad/iPhone is supported.  
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Response: Yes – iPad and iPhones currently have the Archer BCM mobile application 

allowing you to access your BC/DR plans via those devices. 

 

Question: Does your standards library include NIST controls relating to 

contingency planning? 

Response: The Contingency Planning (CP) controls NIST defines in 800-53 are 

included in the Archer standards library by default. 

 

Question: Are you selling the software or consulting also?  

Response: EMC, RSA Archer’s parent company has a BC/DR consulting organization 

that can complement your purchase of the BCM&O solution if you need that 

expertise. 

 

Question: You mentioned iPad/iPhone is supported. Do you support 

BlackBerry/will you support Blackberry in future (as this likely most common 

mobile platform for FIs)  

Response: iPads/iPhones are currently supported with plans to support Androids in 

the future. 

 

Question: If we have an internal instance of Archer for Compliance, but wanted 

to house the BCM portion externally (vendor hosted) how difficult would that be 

for the 2 pieces to talk to each other? (Would you use feeds, or API calls?) 

Response: RSA Archer supports a range of deployment scenarios, allowing clients to 

balance administrative control, time-to-value and cost considerations when planning 

their implementation. Rather than locking clients into a single deployment option as 

many software vendors do, RSA Archer gives them the freedom to deploy their 

applications in the best environment based on their current needs and to move 

applications from one environment to another as their needs change. RSA Archer’s 

unique approach is all about choice and flexibility. 

Traditional Deployment: Clients can license the RSA Archer eGRC Platform and 

deploy it in their own environment, managing their hardware, software and upgrade 

processes on-premise.  
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Software as a Service: Clients can utilize RSA Archer’s SaaS offering and access the 

RSA Archer eGRC Platform via the web, avoiding the IT requirements associated with 

a traditional on-premise deployment 

Managed Service: Clients can select a trusted service provider to host their RSA 

Archer applications in an environment managed by the provider 

In addition to providing these three deployment options, RSA Archer offers an 

additional layer of flexibility by allowing clients to take a combined approach. Clients 

can manage some of their applications on-premise, utilize RSA Archer’s SaaS offering 

for other applications and deploy others with a third-party provider. Because all 

applications built on the RSA Archer eGRC Platform can be easily packaged and 

moved from one environment to another, clients have the freedom to change their 

deployment strategy at any time. 

 

Question: Does Archer have functionality for automated call notifications 

(similar to the Sungard Notifind Functionality?) 

Response: Archer BCM&O integrates with Everbridge for call notifications, and we 

are developing integrations for use with other emergency notification providers. 

 

Question: What is the typical length of training time for Plan Developers to 

become familiar with the tool and is the training built within the tool or is it 

external?  

Response: The RSA Archer eGRC Platform was developed with the business user in 

mind.  The Platform is very intuitive and does not require the ability to write code, but 

provides a drag and drop interface to tailor the BCM&O solution elements.  As a 

result, the length of time to train and become familiar with the Platform is often very 

short.  Additionally there are training options available including: 

 RSA Archer Administrator Training Course:  4-day course is designed 

specifically for Archer administrators in companies that have licensed the RSA 

Archer eGRC Platform or a specific RSA Archer solution and prepares Archer 

administrators to effectively build and manage applications within the 

Platform.   

 RSA Archer Advanced Administrator Training Course:  This 4-day course is 

designed for advanced topics in Archer administrators.   
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 Online Training for New Platform Features and Solution Specific Introduction 

Courses:  Platform features and Solution specific training courses provide an 

introduction to product features and are delivered online.   

 On-Demand Web-Based Training and Working Groups: On-Demand Web-

Based Training allows customers to gain a greater understanding of the RSA 

Archer eGRC Platform through self-paced courses that incorporate 

presentations, online simulations and hands-on activities available on the 

Archer eGRC Community. In addition, RSA Archer sponsors Community 

Working Groups to support a learning environment to those new to the RSA 

Archer Solutions as well seasoned users. 

 User Group Training: Archer’s User Group Training sessions offer insights, 

tips and tools for effectively managing and tailoring solutions within the RSA 

Archer eGRC Platform. Delivered via WebEx, these sessions provide a forum 

for discussion and frequently feature client case studies. 

 

Question: What is the limit on the number of processes that can be added to a 

plan?  

Response: There is no limit to the number of processes that can be added to a plan. 

 

Question: Is there a limit on the number of applications that can be linked to a 

process?  

Response: There is no limit to the number of applications that can be linked to a 

process. 

 

Question: Can plans be pre-populated with standard tasks for all plans?  

Response: Yes. 

 

Question: How often is the product subject to patches/upgrades (historically) and 

how are those patches/upgrades executed?  

Response: We follow a cadence for patches with releases roughly every 6 weeks.  This 

cadence is modified earlier/later depending on holidays, other releases, developer 

availability, etc.  Major platform releases are targeted to be released twice per year.  
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Installers for all upgrades (patches and major releases) are placed on Download 

Central (Secure Care On-Line) for customers to access.   

 

Question: Is there a trial offering of the product that we may maneuver through 

the tools to get a feel for the nuts and bolts? 

Response: You can work with your sales team to set up a sandbox environment for 

your use for a limited time.   

 

Question: Will the mobile app part of the presentation be available as well? 

Response: Yes 

 

Question: I see great benefit of the mobile app in an actual crisis event. Can the 

mobile app be used to edit plan, strategy, various records, etc.? Or is it mostly 

read only?  

Response: At this time, the mobile BCM app provides read-only access to plans.  The 

next phase of RSA Archer mobile will include the ability to develop and customize 

your mobile apps for read/write capabilities. 

 

Question: How big of an organization is required to manage this application and 

keep it current? 

Response: It really depends on the size and complexity of the organization.  Our 

customer size ranges anywhere from small commercial businesses where there is one 

person managing the Archer deployment to large Fortune 100 companies where an 

entire team is dedicated to the deployment. Our team can provide more information. 

Question: where can I listen to past webcast replays? 

Response:   All webcasts are recorded and can be found on the RSA Archer GRC 

Community, there is no log- in required for this section of the Community. Click here 

to choose the webcast you want to hear. Save this link to your Favorites for future use.  

https://community.emc.com/docs/DOC-18543 
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